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1. WELCOME & INTRODUCTIONS
Bruce Bustamante, RVSA Catalyst & Leadership Group member, welcomed participants, provided a land
acknowledgement, and recalled the three planning goals:
a. Full and diverse participation in the planning and its implementation,
b. An action-focused plan, and
c. A plan that leverages best practices and lessons learned from communities worldwide.
The following developments that have been publicized in the last week were mentioned:
a. Alaska bound cruise ships have been prohibited from sailing in Canadian waters this summer, thus halting
cruise traffic to Anchorage for 2021.
b. The Iditarod ceremonial start in Anchorage has been canceled, and
c. There is a possibility that the Anchorage market will be moving from its downtown location.
These new developments will create a barrier to our short-term economic growth and recovery.
2. VISION OVERVIEW
Michael Fredericks, process planning facilitator, introduced the session guidelines, ground rules, and the planning
process.
Michael provided an overview of the results of each group’s work from the first session and a graphic that
outlined the major themes from each group. The major themes are as follow:
a. Top Tier Vision Theme:
• Growth and Diversity: Tourism, Open and Thriving, Growing and Retaining Population, and
Diversified Economy
b. Second Tier Vision Themes:
• Capitalizing on our Place: Vibrant Downtown, Citywide Vibrance, Arts, Culture and Uniqueness
• Education and Workforce Development: Workforce Development, Supporting University and
Technical/Vocational Education, and Supporting K-12 Education
• Support, Stability, and Partnerships: Business Supports, Stable Government, and Public Private
Partnerships
c. Final Tier Vision Themes:
• Public Welfare: Safety and Homelessness
• Foundation: Housing and Childcare

•
•

Well Planned: Planning Well and Crisis Planning
Accessible and Equitable: Equity and Accessibility

Based on this information the resulting collective Vision Statement for a Roadmap to a Vital and Safe Anchorage
is:

As a result of our actions, the Municipality of Anchorage’s economy will be open,
thriving, and diverse.
Our economy supports and is supported by capitalizing on our place, education and workforce development,
government stability, and public/private partnerships. Our economy is underpinned by a focus on public
welfare, access to housing and childcare, strong planning, and accessibility and equity for all.

A graphic of the Vision statement was created and is provided in the presentation.
3. BARRIERS OVERVIEW
This session will focus on considering and identifying the blocks and barriers that stand in the way of our
collective Vision.
Michael described a barrier as the root cause of an issue and used the analogy of watering the lawn:
“You are watering your lawn and the water stops. You do not simply throw down the hose because you lack
water, you look to see if the hose is kinked or perhaps there is an issue at the shut off point. This is a great and
easy example to look beyond the obvious problem of what you lack and digging in to the root of why you lack it.”
Chris Anderson provided insight on the planning process and the current state of the economy. He urged
participants to identify blocks and barriers to the Vision to being open, thriving and diverse this summer.
The small group agenda was also introduced.
4. SMALL GROUP PLANNING PROCESS
Participants were asked to write down three answers to the following statement prior to entering small groups:
The blocks and barriers that prevent Anchorage from having an open, thriving, and diverse economy include…
Next, participants were broken down into nine small working groups – each included a facilitator and RVSA
Leadership Group member. In each breakout group, participants provided introductions, assigned a group
reporter, shared individual ideas/answers to the barriers statement, and identified common themes between
their answers.

5. SMALL GROUP PLANNING OUTCOMES
All nine groups reported back to all participants. Below is a breakdown of each group’s answer to the following
statement: The blocks and barriers that prevent Anchorage from having an open, thriving, and diverse economy
include…
a. GROUP 1
Participants:

Facilitator:

Bryan Quinn, Capital Office
Raquel Edelen, Hotel Captain Cook
Laile Fairbairn, Snow City Group
Robert Brewster, The Alaska Club
Laurie Wolf, The Foraker Group
Chris Anderson, Glacier Brewhouse
Natasha Schmidt, SALT

GROUP 1’s Identified Barriers:
The blocks and barriers that prevent Anchorage from having an open, thriving, and diverse economy
include…
• polarized political agendas,
• a lack of vibrant local amenities, great to visit but not to live,
• a lack of innovation and diverse economic drivers,
• a weak downtown experience, and
• a lack of solutions addressing the systemic reasons “why”.
• disjointed strategic management/momentum
b. GROUP 2
Participants:

Facilitator:

Eleanor Andrews
Dan Newman, Alaska Premier Auctions
Julie Saupe, Visit Anchorage
Meghan Johnson, Thread Alaska
Ryann Swalling, KPB Architects
Megan Lierman, SALT

GROUP 2’s Vision:
The blocks and barriers that prevent Anchorage from having an open, thriving, and diverse economy
include…
• willfully ignorant people,
• entitlement, lack of facts, stress and civil discourse,
• companies not knowing how to encourage buying local versus shopping online,
• an abundance of inaccurate information, and

•

not planning for different circumstances (oil is gone).

c. GROUP 3
Participants:

Facilitator:

Cordelia Kellie, Illisagvik College
Michelle Klouda, RIM Architects
Jon Bittner, Small Business Development Center
Jason Criqui, Northrim Bank
Jeffrey Davis, Providence
Jasmin Smith, The Business Boutique
Kelsey Davidson, SALT

GROUP 3’s Vision:
The blocks and barriers that prevent Anchorage from having an open, thriving, and diverse economy
include…
• a neglected/fragmented identify and low desire to cultivate a life in Anchorage,
• Anchorage has a unique remoteness that creates an excessive cost of doing business,
• marketing or packaging of Anchorage that needs to be reimagined (year round),
• inaccessible and devalued educational and vocational opportunities,
• inaccessible housing development and ownership opportunities for all, and
• a disjointed approach to community safety.
d. GROUP 4
Participants:

Facilitator:

James Wielman, Credit Union
Kirk Rose, Anchorage Community Land Trust
Amanda Moser, Anchorage Downtown Partnership
Scott Habberstad, Alaska Airlines
Joe Gelione, Northrim Bank
Kelsi Swank, SALT

GROUP 4’s Vision:
The blocks and barriers that prevent Anchorage from having an open, thriving, and diverse economy
include…
• too many government interventions around permitting,
• restrictions for the sake of restrictions that aren’t useful or productive,
• a need to feel safe,
• a need for access to capital and services that serve a diverse range of businesses so they can start
up, grow, and thrive in a physical and digital marketplace,
• extremism and division that is getting in the way of solving these problems, and
• a lack of innovation and flexibility around COVID restrictions.

e. GROUP 5
Participants:

Facilitator:

Matt Tomter, Matanuska Brewing Company
Debbie Rinckey, Chugiak/Eagle River Chamber
Shawna Thoma, Northern Compass Group
David McCarthy, 49th State Brewing Company
John Nofsinger, UAA Business College
Nikole Nelson, Alaska Legal Services
Monika Emerton, BOMA
Peter Briggs, Corvus Design

GROUP 5’s Vision:
The blocks and barriers that prevent Anchorage from having an open, thriving, and diverse economy
include…
• division in our community and polarized agendas,
• people not investing without a shared vision and real actions,
• an overall exhaustion within a perfect storm,
• unclear identification of a primary goal to move forward,
• missing investment in infrastructure and growth, and
• a lack of attractive workforce climate and a clear understanding of what “attractive” means.
f.

GROUP 6
Participants:

Facilitator:

Ben Kellie, The Launch Company
Suzanne Sloan Rust, Rust Flying Service
Jewel Jones
Jacob Lyon, Alaska Premier Tours
Jonathan Taylor, Yuit Communications
Jeri Snyder, BOMA and Tatitlek
Chris Mertl, Corvus Design

GROUP 6’s Vision:
The blocks and barriers that prevent Anchorage from having an open, thriving, and diverse economy
include…
• needing a full understanding of the issues and needs of people experiencing homelessness,
• an incompatibility in land use and zoning,
• a lack of clarity, continuity, and equity in mandates language for visitors to Alaska,
• a lack of disposable income as a result of the economy,
• a lack of shared vision to make bold decisions,
• unequitable access to opportunities for all citizens, and
• remote location from markets (isolation)

g. GROUP 7
Participants:

Facilitator:

Noland Klouda, UAA Business Enterprise Institute/UA Center for Economic
Moira Smith, Enstar
Michael Hurst, New York Life
Bruce LaLonde, Visit Anchorage
Silvia Villamides, Alaska Hospitality Retailers Association
Marie Hulse, Corvus Design

GROUP 7’s Vision:
The blocks and barriers that prevent Anchorage from having an open, thriving, and diverse economy
include…
• economy,
• lack of funding,
• lack of vision on part of community and leadership, and
• lack of efficient communication.
h. GROUP 8
Participants:

Facilitators:

Chris Swalling, Swalling and Associates
Bruce Bustamante, Anchorage Chamber of Commerce
Jason Hodges, Anchorage Concert Association
Carol Gore, Cook Inlet Housing Authority
Jim Kubitz, Alaska Railroad
Bradley Little, Corvus Design

GROUP 8’s Vision:
The blocks and barriers that prevent Anchorage from having an open, thriving, and diverse economy
include…
• costs, regulations, and ineffective incentives for development,
• no prioritization in long-term vision and planning for community growth,
• an inability to deal with COVID,
• a problem with homelessness, crime, and safety, and
• limited economic opportunities for youth and seniors.
i.

GROUP 9
Participants:

Bill Popp, Anchorage Economic Development Corporation
Bob Neumann, Grizzly’s Gift
Julie Hasquet, Chugach Electric
Roberta Warner, Alaska Travel

Michelle McNulty, Municipality of Anchorage
Heather MacAlpine, Municipality of Anchorage
Facilitator:

Mackenzie George, Municipality of Anchorage

GROUP 9’s Vision:
The blocks and barriers that prevent Anchorage from having an open, thriving, and diverse economy
include…
• a devalued focus on workforce development and job innovation,
• restricted access to diverse funding opportunities,
• a continued denial of the threats posed by COVID-19,
• conflicting community priorities,
• our geographic distance from everybody else, and
• pervasive homelessness and a lack of solutions.
6. NEXT STEPS
The Leadership Group will compile the data from each work group and merge the ideas to further define the
blocks and barriers. The following question was given to participants to consider for the next session the
following week: What innovative, substantial actions (both short and long term) will deal with our blocks and
barriers, and move us toward our vision?
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Session Ground Rules
• The meeting is being recorded.
• Add questions and comments to the chat.
• Make sure your Zoom Name includes your first and last name, as well as your organization.
• Keep yourself muted while others are speaking.
• If your bandwidth allows, please turn on your video in small groups.
• When we get into small groups, please allow everyone a chance to share their thoughts.
• Please be respectful of opinions that differ from your own.
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Vision Statement

As a result of our actions, the Municipality of Anchorage’s
economy will be open, thriving, and diverse.
Our economy supports and is supported by capitalizing on
our place, education and workforce development,
government stability, and public/private partnerships.
Our economy is underpinned by a focus on public welfare,
access to housing and childcare, strong planning, and
accessibility and equity for all.

Vision Graphic

As a result of our actions, the Municipality of Anchorage’s economy will be open, thriving, and diverse.
Our economy supports and is supported by capitalizing on our place, education and workforce development, government
stability, and public/private partnerships.
Our economy is underpinned by a focus on public welfare, access to housing and childcare, strong planning, and accessibility
and equity for all.
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The Session Focus Blocks and Barriers

The blocks and barriers
that prevent Anchorage
from having an open,
thriving, and diverse
economy….

Small Group Agenda
• Introductions
• Define a Reporter
• Sharing Individual Ideas
• Find Common Blocks and Barriers Themes based on individual thought
• Name the Themes
• Return to the Large Group

Next Steps
Out Friday, February 12th
• Meeting Summary
• Meeting Recording
Next Session Question

• What innovative, substantial actions (both short and long term)
will deal with the blocks and barriers and move us toward our
Vision?

Contact Information

Bruce Bustamante

RVSA Lead
907.677.7109
bruce@anchoragechamber.org

Michael Fredericks

Consultant
907.223.3493
mfredericks@salt-ak.com
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The barriers that prevent Anchorage from having an open, thriving,
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providing guidance to
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State mandates that are
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ECONOMY
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jobs and have less
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path forward)
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The barriers that prevent Anchorage from having
an open, thriving, and diverse economy include...
ECONOMY

A LACK OF
FUNDING

A LACK OF
VISION ON PART
OF COMMUNITY
& LEADERSHIP

Need long term
growth and
improvement plan

outdated
revenue
sources

lack of community
based solution to
crime/homeless

lack of urban planning
(no sense of place)

lack of tax base
for future
improvements

lack of vibrant
downtown
(atmosphere needs to
be improved)

inability to keep
businesses open

lack of vitality in
downtown area
(housing
expensive)

Priority growth
opportunities

Economic
uncertainty,
leading to inaction
Divisiveness
(preventing from
getting things
done)
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CONFLICTING
COMMUNITY
PRIORITIES

OUR GEOGRAPHIC
DISTANCE FROM
EVERYBODY ELSE

underfunded
UAA

excess infrastructure
cost for developers

disjointed
adherence to
COVID-19
restrictions

disjointed
vision

Location of AK

Homeless population

Lack of Trust in
institutions
(polarization of public
health)

struggling workforce
development/support

uncoordinated small/
local business
development &
support

Individuals
disregarding
COVID-19 safety
protocols

Conflicting view
of priorities

Geography challenge to be
separated from
Lower 48

reluctant community
support for solving
homelessness

Consumer attitude:
boost consumer
confidence

Losing senior wealth to
more "senior friendly"
locations (ie medicare,
cost of living,
amenities...)

disjointed
vision

inaccessible capital
for smaller
businesses

Disjointed messaging
surrounding COVID-19
restrictions

conflicting priorities
re: homelessness

Failure to rely
primarily on property
taxes and having no
diversity

Lack of companionate
empathy leading to
prioritization of bottom
line over social needs

Signifcant number of
youth do not see
career oportunites in
ANC

narrow focus on a few
industries for our
economic base

obsolete funding for
key public projects &
infrastructure
maintenance

Declining population
--> failure of political
leadership

Seasonality of
economy

Dont see many
problems because
we are focused on
natural beauty

insecure income
structure for
investment/projects

reluctance to provide
guidance (denial)

Lack of incentive for
development

Inability to plan for an
uncertain future with
no plan on how to
move forward

ANC has a reputation
problem (homeless,
drugs, etc.)

Consumer attitude:
boost consumer
confidence

High cost of replacing
existing infrastructure

Lack of companionate
empathy leading to
prioritization of bottom
line over social needs

COVID based
fluctuations in
regulations

Is ANC safe? Do
residents and visitors
view ANC as safe?

Permitting and Code
enforecment is
preventing business
activity (ie AFD)

Signifcant number of
youth do not see
career oportunites in
ANC

lack of workforce
assistance

Priority of actions and
infrastructure

lack of exposure of
problem to bigger
population

Building regulations focuses
on what it doesn't want vs.
identifying what we want.
Need a vision that results in a
product we want and can
afford.

outdated/neg. cultural
tourism/infrastructure

Development barriers
including high cost and
limited space for staging
for construction

lack of alternative
marketing efforts

Heather
MacAlpine

PERVASIVE
HOMELESSNESS
& A LACK OF
SOLUTIONS

No clear vision for
downtown or entire
community

licensing/permitting
too difficult too
expensive

Michelle
McNulty

A CONTINUED
DENIAL OF THE
THREATS POSED BY
COVID-19

AN INABILITY TO
DEAL WITH COVID

Need state wide/local
policy tools

Julie Hasquet

Roberta
Warner

RESTRICTED
ACCESS TO
DIVERSE FUNDING
OPPORTUNTIES

NO PRIORITIZATION IN
LONG TERM VISION &
PLANNING FOR
COMMUNITY GROWTH

A PROBLEM WITH
HOMELESSNESS,
CRIME & SAFETY

LIMITED ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
YOUTH & SENIORS

Dont see many
problems because
we are focused on
natural beauty

A DEVALUED FOCUS
ON WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT & JOB
INNOVATION

disjointed
vision

neglected
infrastructure/
planning to support
Downtown

restricted sources of
funding for projects
ie: property tax
payers
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MISSING
UNDERSTANDING B/W
HOW INFRASTRUCTURE
INVESTMENT HELPS
SMALL BUSINESSES

WORKFORCE IS
NOT INCLUDED IN
THE
CONVERSATION

Extreme division of
perspectives.

Adapting an overall vision for
what Anchorage stands for as
a city. Don't miss the
important big things while
focusing on the minutae.

FACING
IMPENETRABLE
GOVENMENT RED
TAPE

Past and current
MOA COVID-19
response.

HOW
INFRASTRUCTURE
INSPIRES PRIVATE
INVESTMENT

OUR ATTRACTIVE
CLIMATE IS NOT
WELL-DEFINED

Planning is focusing
on fear, rather than
what is possible.

Missing the characteristics
that draws someone to a
city as a home. Vision,
economy, public safety...

Mayor's Office
directives

Challenges between
state and local level for
funds... to invest in
long term vision.

Lack of safety nets for
vulnerable
populations.

Need more workforce.
(need a better place to
live incl. affordable
housing)

JUST TIRED

Being a place where
people WANT to be.

FINAL STRAW

City Assembly

insufficient state capital
budget -> affects MOA
to invest in capital
infrastructure

Not a clear vision of our
economy that recognizes
that workforce and
business needs are
intertwined.

Some businesses
are having money
and staff issues.

Confusing emergency
orders, especially in
comparison to other
jurisdictions.

Lack of investment in
downtown (state, city,
entrepeneurs). Lack of
confidence.

Lack of activities
downtown. Event
cancellations (reasons
to go)

Some businesses
don't know how to (or
want to) move
forward. Exhaustion.

Covid testing
timelines related to
the reality of
transmission...

SESSION 2: IDENTIFYING THE BARRIERS
BREAKOUT GROUP OVERVIEW
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Facilitator: Mackenzie George, MOA

COSTS, REGULATIONS
& INEFFECTIVE
INCENTIVES FOR
DEVELOPMENT

A LACK OF
EFFICIENT
COMMUNICATION

Bill Popp

Bob
Neumann

OUT OF
FINANCES

GOV'T POLICIES
MISSED UNIQUE
OPPORTUNTIES
TO GROW

ROADMAP TO A VITAL AND
SAFE ANCHORAGE
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BREAKOUT PARTICIPANTS
Chris
Swalling

Thinking about only
our own businesses,
rather than the
collective.

division & lack
unified attitude

BREAKOUT PARTICIPANTS
Silvia
Villamides

A LACK OF
ATTRACTIVE
WORKFORCE
CLIMATE

Finger-pointing
and looking to
others to fix
economy

GROUP 9: BARRIERS WORK SPACE

Bruce
LaLonde

MISSING
INVESTMENT IN
INFRASTRUCTURE
& GROWTH

extremism

GROUP 8: BARRIERS WORK SPACE

Michael
Hurst

UNCLEAR
IDENTIFICATION OF A
PRIMARY GOAL TO
MOVE FORWARD

PEOPLE NOT
INVESTING WITHOUT A
SHARED VISION &
REAL ACTIONS

GROUP 7: BARRIERS WORK SPACE
Moira
Smith

Nikole
Nelson

OVERALL
EXHAUSTION
WITHIN A
PERFECT STORM

DIVISION IN OUR
COMMUNITY &
POLARIZED
AGENDAS

GROUP 6: BARRIER WORK SPACE

Noland
Kloulda

John
Nofsinger

Clear goals. Where
are we going and
what are we trying to
do? align people
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David
McCarthy

The barriers that prevent Anchorage from having an open,
thriving, and diverse economy include...

need administrative
review of what's
holding businesses
back

LACK OF REVENUES
TO ATTRACT NEW
BUSINESS TO CITY

Schawna
Thoma

Facilitator: Peter Briggs, Corvus Design

difficulties creating
CPVID safe spaces by
tough regulations better communication
between entities

missing a nickname?
city of lights?

Debbie
Rinckey

Monika
Emerton

pro-business
permitting
(permitting reform)

ACCESS TO
QUALIFIED
WORKFORCE

Suzanne
Sloan Rust

Matt
Tomter

The barriers that prevent Anchorage from having
an open, thriving, and diverse economy include...

Feeling of
Safety in
community

population outmigration,
compounding
employment issues

Anchorage has a unique
remoteness creates an
excessive cost in doing
business

desire to cultivate a
life in ANC, a
neglected and
fragmented identity

Housing
Developments not
viable (downtown,
etc.)

relationship between
academics & businesses
(inclusive & active),
access to trades/
internships

Geography - expensive
to do business in AK
(expensive inventory)

population outmigration,
compounding
employment issues

INACCESIBLE HOUSING
DEVELOPMENT &
OWNERSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL

Lack of workforce;
emphasis of vocation
at early age

High Operating
Costs (expensive
to do business)

inclusivity &
equitability TRULY (as
an action rather than
slogan)

Lack of shared vision
and us vs. them
mentality...no "we"

INACCESSIBLE &
DEVALUED
EDUCATIONAL &
VOCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES

Security in
investments /
future of Alaska's
Economy

Quality of Life:
cultivating investment in
community; local
originality versus
"importing"

figuring out threshold
where we can open up
(cases vs. vaccinations);
lack of a shared vision

MARKETING OR
PACKAGING OF ANC
THAT NEEDS TO BE
REIMAGINED (YEAR
ROUND)

Access to market (low
population),
geographical
disadvantages

Intention to create a
desirable community
(making this beautiful
place a beautiful city)

James
Wielman

Facilitator: Kelsi Swank, SALT

The barriers that prevent Anchorage from having an open,
thriving, and diverse economy include...

we're stuck and having
difficulty being creative
and thinking outside the
box in regards to
funding

COHESIVE VISION
FOR THE CITY

Michelle
Klouda

Facilitator: Kelsey Davidson, SALT

The barriers that prevent Anchorage from having
an open, thriving, and diverse economy include...

Facilitator: Natasha Schmidt, SALT

PUBLIC APATHY

Julie
Saupe

Dan
Newman

Eleanor
Andrews

LAURIE
WOLF

ROBERT
BREWSTER
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